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The Magic of OpenType 
Advanced Features

Our fonts are getting smarter. They can magically replace 
letter combinations with ligatures. Our text can be con-
verted to small caps at the click of a button. Fractions can 
be created dynamically, without having to look through the 
glyphs panel. Advanced OpenType fonts are dramatically 
speeding up some of the tedious tasks of typesetting, but 
like any good tool, it comes with responsibility. Knowing 
why to use tabular numerals is just as important as knowing 
how. This talk will detail InDesign’s OpenType features and 
how they can improve your typography.

Along the way, we’ll also take a look at some experimental 
uses of OpenType technology. Fonts can display more than 
letters and punctuation. Some can transform your numbers 
into graphs, words into pictures, or times into a analog 
clocks. It could be argued that they have more in common 
with interfaces that typefaces. Regardless of how you 
categorize them, they are greatly expanding the capabilities 
of our design applications, and could be a worthy addition 
to your toolbox. 

About the Presenter
Travis Kochel is a partner at Scribble Tone, a design studio 
based in Portland, Oregon. Their work explores intersec-
tions of typeface design, interactive experiences and 
branding. They are creators of FF Chartwell, a set of fonts 
to create simple graphs within text boxes. Published by 
FontFont in 2012, it has received awards and accolades 
from Fast Company, Communication Arts, Typographica, 
and ATypI. He currently teaches Typography, Typeface 
Design, and Interactive Design at Portland State University.

Farthest Attendee
The person who travels the farthest to attend the meeting 
will receive a one-year subscription to InDesign Magazine. 
This prize has a $69 value. If everyone is kinda sorta in the 
area, the prize will go the person who just had or is about to 
have a birthday. 

Raffles
eDocker product (to $995). Choose: eDocker2 or Tablet 
Publisher.
Adobe Creative Cloud ($599). One-year subscription.
Fotolia ($349). Three-month subscription. 50 images per 
month. (2 raffles).
Stock Layouts ($299). Three-month subscription. Full ac-
cess to template library.
FlightCheck Version 7 for Mac from Markzware ($199). One-
year subscription.
Q2ID for CC, CS6, CS5.5 and CS5 for Mac or PC from 
Markzware ($199). One-year subscription.
Font Agent Pro 6 for Mac from Insider Software 
($99).
TypeDNA ($49).
Rasterino for Illustrator CS4 to CC from Astute Graphics 
($46).
iDML iPad App for iPad from DTP Tools ($19). 
ColliderScribe from Astute Graphics ($10). 

For more information
o www.indesignusergroup.com/chapters/losangeles

f www.facebook.com/laidug
tt twitter @laidug
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